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We use a formalism that describes electron ejections from graphenelike targets by dark matter (DM) scattering
for general forms of scalar and spin-1/2 DM-electron interactions in combination with state-of-the-art density
functional calculations to produce predictions and reach estimates for various possible carbon-based detector
designs. Our results indicate the importance of a proper description of the target electronic structure. In addition,
we find a strong dependence of the predicted observed signal for different DM candidate masses and interaction
types on the detailed geometry and design of the detector. Combined with directional background vetoing, these
dependencies will enable the identification of DM particle properties once a signal has been established.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the quest for dark matter (DM), the lack of detection of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) has motivated
the exploration of alternative theoretical and experimental
frameworks. On the theoretical side, the focus is gradually
shifting towards DM candidates that are lighter than a nucleon
[1], and thereby too light to be observed in conventional nu-
clear recoil experiments [2,3]. On the experimental side, the
emphasis is being placed on the search for sub-GeV DM via
electronic transitions induced by the scattering of Milky Way
DM particles by the electrons bound to a target material [4,5].

The most common target materials used in low-background
experiments are liquid argon [6] or xenon [7–9], and semicon-
ductor crystals [4,5,10–17]. In addition, more exotic materials
such as Dirac materials [18,19], graphene [20,21], or carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) [22–25] have been carefully investigated in
this context. All of these targets have an energy threshold of
the order of a few eV in common and are therefore sensitive
to sub-GeV DM masses. Furthermore, this class of materials
can be inherently sensitive to the direction of the incoming
DM particle—a feature that would facilitate discrimination
of a signal associated with the DM wind direction from any
isotropic experimental background. In particular, intrinsically
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anisotropic materials such as graphene and CNTs are char-
acterized by an enhanced daily modulation of the rate of
DM-induced electron ejections—a pattern that is not expected
in typical experimental backgrounds. This enhanced modula-
tion results from a strong daily change in the overlap between
the kinematically allowed values of the momentum transfer
vector, q, and the values of q that maximize the material
“response function” [defined below in Eq. (2)]. Experiments
currently in the design or research and development stage that
will search for DM-induced electron ejections from graphene
sheets or arrays of CNTs include the Princeton Tritium Ob-
servatory for Light, Early-Universe, Massive-Neutrino Yield,
or PTOLEMY [26–28], as well as the “Graphene-FET” and
“Andromeda” projects [29,30]. The Graphene-FET project fo-
cuses on utilizing graphene sheets, while Andromeda operates
arrays of CNTs.

In a companion work (hereafter referred to as Paper I)
[31], we performed state-of-the-art electronic structure cal-
culations for graphene, and we introduced a solid theoretical
and computational framework for the accurate modeling of
DM-induced electron ejections from graphene-based targets.
Our framework combines effective theory methods—used to
describe the interaction between DM and electrons in a gen-
eral manner [32]—with density functional theory (DFT) in
order to express the rate of DM-induced electron ejections
from graphene-based targets in terms of a single graphene
response function. Remarkably, the latter is directly related
to the “diagonal part” of the electron momentum density,
which by construction is a solid output of DFT [33,34].
We then applied this framework to calculate the expected
daily modulation of the rate of DM-induced electron ejec-
tions from a hypothetical detector using graphene as a target
material.

This work complements Paper I by extending the frame-
work introduced there to the experimentally relevant case of
CNTs, and by performing statistically reliable estimates of
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the expected exclusion limits (assuming a null result) and
discovery potential (in the case of a positive signal) for both
graphene- and CNT-based detectors. Our sensitivity studies
provide valuable information for the design stage of next-
generation experiments such as PTOLEMY, Graphene-FET,
and dark-PMT.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review
our general formalism for modeling the ejection of electrons
by the scattering of DM particles in graphene (Paper I), and
we extend it to the case of CNTs. In Sec. III, we introduce
specific configurations that a graphene or CNT experiment
such as PTOLEMY could operate. In Sec. IV, we discuss the
statistical framework for the evaluation of the sensitivity and
exclusion reach of the detector, and then we apply our formal-
ism to investigate the potential of the discussed configurations
in Sec. V. Finally, we conclude in Sec. VI. We complement
this work with Appendixes in which we expand on the analytic
form of the employed formalism, and we compare possible
setups of CNT-based experiments.

II. GENERAL FORMALISM FOR DARK
MATTER-INDUCED ELECTRON EJECTIONS

IN GRAPHENE DETECTORS

In the complementary work of Paper I, we introduced a
general formalism describing DM-induced electron ejections
from periodic systems. Unlike in the case of electronic excita-
tions, discussed in our work on semiconductors [35], in Paper
I we modeled the final-state electron as a plane wave, which
leads to a reduction of the five material response functions
found in [35] into a single one. We achieved this result by
using an effective theory framework to list all possible inter-
actions that a nonrelativistic scalar or spin-1/2 DM particle
can have with the standard model (SM) [32]. This approach
also allowed us to write down explicit expressions for the
electron ejection rate for selected benchmark models, which
are described in Sec. II C of Paper I. Then we applied the
general formalism to the case of two-dimensional targets, with
a focus on graphene.

To obtain the graphene material response function, two ap-
proaches for electronic structure calculation were tested: DFT
and tight binding. As has been shown, the tight-binding ap-
proach, while working well for capturing crystal effects within
a solid, is not internally self-consistent once one aims to obtain
a full description of the material on the wave-function level. In
that case, an atomic carbon wave function has to be embedded
within the formalism, which requires either an inconsistency
in the overlap integral values necessary for the correct recon-
struction of graphene energy levels, or an unphysical atomic
wave function.

While DFT in general provides only an approximation to
the individual electronic states, in Paper I we found that the
material response function for electronic ejections is propor-
tional to the “diagonal part” of the target electron momentum
density, an observable well-motivated and described within
this framework. This is why, for the scope of this work, we
will use DFT as our framework of choice for obtaining pre-
dictions and studying various carbon-based detector designs
in more detail.

A. Master formula

In Paper I, we showed that the matrix element describ-
ing bound electrons ejected by nonrelativistic DM factorizes
into free-particle and material response functions. The free-
particle response function Rfree depends on the properties of
the free particles such as the momentum and mass of the
ejected electron and the DM particle. We give Rfree explicitly
in Appendix B. The rate of ejected electrons is given by

R = nχNcell

32π2m2
χm2

e

∫
d3k′

∫
dEe

∫
d3q

∫
d3v fχ (v)δ

×
(

�Ee + q2

2mχ

− v · q
)

Rfree(k′, q, v) W (k′ − q, Ee),

(1)

where nχ = 0.4 GeV/cm3/mχ is the DM particle number
density, Ncell is the number of unit cells in the detector, and
me and mχ are the masses of the electron and DM particle,
respectively. k′ is the momentum of the final-state free elec-
tron, q is the momentum transferred from the DM particle
to the electron, and v is the initial state velocity of the DM
particle. We have defined the electron’s energy change as
�Ee ≡ k′2

2me
+ � − Ee, with Ee − � being the energy of the

initial-state electron relative to a free electron at rest. � =
4.3 eV is the work function of graphene, and Ee � 0 eV. The
above-mentioned material-specific response function is given
as

W (�, Ee) = Vcell

(2π )3

∑
i

∫
BZ

d3k
(2π )3

δ(Ee − Ei(k))|ψ̃ik(�)|2,

(2)

with Vcell being the volume of the unit cell, i being the band
index, k being the Brillouin zone momentum (also referred to
as crystal momentum), Ei(k) being the energy of an electron
in band i with Brillouin zone momentum k, and ψ̃ik(�) be-
ing the momentum space electron wave function with linear
momentum �. In Eq. (1), the velocity distribution of the DM
particles gravitationally bound to the galaxy is assumed to be

fχ (v) = 1

Nescπ3/2v3
0

exp

[
− (v + ve)2

v2
0

]
�(vesc − |v + ve|),

(3)

where we use v0 = |v0| = 238 km s−1 [36] for the local stan-
dard of rest speed, and vesc = 544 km s−1 [36] for the galactic
escape speed. Following [19], the Earth’s velocity with respect
to the galactic center, ve, is expressed in a coordinate system
with z-axis in the v0 + v� direction. v� is the Sun’s peculiar
velocity, and ve = |v0 + v�| � 250.5 km s−1 [36] is given as

ve = ve

⎛⎝ sin αe sin β

sin αe cos αe(cos β − 1)
cos2 αe + sin2 αe cos β

⎞⎠,

where αe = 42◦, β = 2π t/day, and t is the time variable.
Finally, the normalization constant is given by

Nesc ≡ erf (vesc/v0) − 2√
π

vesc

v0
exp

(
−v2

esc

v2
0

)
. (4)
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FIG. 1. Graphene response function integrated over energy as a
function of the initial electron momentum, �. The blue line represents
response function fall-off with momenta that are perpendicular to the
graphene sheet, whereas the orange line represents averaged in-sheet
momenta. We can see that the in-plane crystal momentum of the
lattice with atomic spacing ∼1.42 Å inflates the low-momentum
electrons within the sheet.

B. DFT implementation

As discussed above, we use DFT to obtain W (�, Ee), ex-
panding the target electron Bloch wave functions ψik(x) in
plane waves,

ψik(x) = 1√
V

∑
G

ui(k + G)ei(k+G)·x. (5)

These Bloch wave functions are normalized over a finite vol-
ume V , while the ui coefficients obey

∑
G |ui(k + G)| = 1

for all bands i and all Brillouin zone momenta k. Fourier
transforming and squaring Eq. (5) and inserting it in Eq. (2)
gives

W (�, Ee) = Vcell

∑
i

∫
BZ

d3k
(2π )3

δ(Ee − Ei(k))

×
∑

G

|ui(k + G)|2δ(3)(k + G − �). (6)

The Bloch coefficients are obtained in a self-consistent field
DFT calculation with QUANTUMESPRESSO V.6.4.1 [37–39],
and the sum over band indices and the integral over the Bril-
louin zone momentum are carried out in QEDARK-EFT [40].

DFT directly and self-consistently computes the ground-
state electron density, which, as we argued in Paper I, is
closely related to W (�, Ee), the latter being proportional to the
ground-state electron momentum density when band-mixing
effects can be neglected. DFT is therefore exceptionally well
suited to obtain W (�, Ee) for the case of electron ejections
from materials. The electron momentum distributions in the
directions perpendicular and parallel to the graphene sheet
are shown in Fig. 1, where we plot the integrated graphene
response as a function of the in-plane and out-of-plane initial
electron momentum, �. Note that above approximately 5 keV
there are more electrons with a momentum perpendicular to

the graphene sheet than parallel to it. As we will see, this
observation has an important impact on our predictions.

C. Extension to carbon nanotubes

In this section, we extend the above formalism to the im-
portant case of electron ejections by DM scattering in carbon
nanotubes. This study is relevant for the development of An-
dromeda, which will search for DM with arrays of single- or
multiwall metallic carbon nanotubes. Furthermore, this detec-
tor design has been shown to outperform noncurved graphene
sheets for the complementary cosmic neutrino background
search due to the Heisenberg uncertainty final-state spectrum
smearing [28].

Carbon nanotubes are cylindrical tubes with walls of single
or a few atom thickness and a radius of Rtube ≈ 10 nm. The
electronic structure of carbon nanotubes can be modeled using
DFT, taking effects of interactions between tubes into account.
However, we leave this DFT calculation for future work, and
use an approximate expression for the response function of
carbon nanotubes that we obtain from that of graphene as
explained below.

We start by noticing that a single-wall carbon nanotube
can be approximated by the superposition of ns tangential
graphene sheets. This geometrical approximation is kine-
matically well-motivated as the typical momentum of the
initial-state electrons is around a few keV and above, which
corresponds to a de Broglie wavelength of λ � 1 nm. Since
λ � Rtube, the target electrons do not resolve the curvature of
the tubes, and segments of the tube walls can be approximated
as locally flat and thus described by tangential planes. As a re-
sult, the rate of electron ejections by DM scattering in carbon
nanotubes can be approximated by the sum of contributions
from ns tangential planes, each of mass 1/ns times the mass
of the nanotube.

The ns tangential planes used in this approximation can
be obtained through subsequent, active rotations of a refer-
ence graphene sheet. Let us denote by ( j), j = 1, . . . , ns

the matrix that represents the rotation associated with the jth
tangential plane. Under ( j) the Bloch wave function ψix(x)
in Eq. (5) transforms as follows:

ψik(x) −→ ψ ′
ik(x) = ψik

(
−1

( j)x
)
, (7)

which implies

|ψ̃ik(�)|2 −→ |ψ̃ ′
ik(�)|2

= (2π )3
∑

G

|ui(k + G)|2δ(3)(( j)(k + G) − �).

(8)

By using

δ(3)(( j)(k + G) − �) = δ(3)
(
k + G − −1

( j)�
)
, (9)

we can write the response function of a rotated graphene sheet
as

W (�, Ee) −→ W ′
( j)(�, Ee) = W

(
−1

( j)�, Ee
)
, (10)
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FIG. 2. Schematics of experimental setups with graphene sheet targets. The graphene sheet (dark gray) is grown on a substrate (blue). The
electric field in the vacuum surrounding the sheet is shown with gray arrows. Electrons ejected from the sheet are accelerated by the electric
field as indicated by the red arrow. Left: Setup in which graphene sheets are fixed in the laboratory. Right: Setup in which graphene sheets are
tracking ve.

and we approximate the response function of a single nan-
otube as

Wtube(�, Ee) ≈
ns∑

j=1

W
(
−1

( j)�, Ee
)

ns
, (11)

where the sum runs over the number of tangential planes used
in the approximation. In our calculations, we take the limit of
an infinite number of planes, ns → ∞, which implies

Wtube(�, Ee) ≈ 1

2π

∫
dφ W (|�|n̂, Ee), (12)

where n̂ = (cos φ sin θ, sin φ sin θ, cos θ ), cos θ = � · ẑ/|�|, ẑ
is a unit vector in the direction of the symmetry axis of the
nanotube, and φ is the associated azimuthal angle. In practice,
we perform the integral in Eq. (12) together with the velocity
and momentum transfer integrals in Eq. (1) by random sam-
pling φ with Monte Carlo methods.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS FOR GRAPHENE-BASED
DARK MATTER DETECTORS

In the laboratory frame, the flux of DM particles through
the Earth, that is, the so-called DM wind, peaks at v = −ve,
as one can see from Eq. (3). Since ve varies during the day,
the rate of electron ejections by DM scattering is expected to
modulate correspondingly over a period of 24 h. For a given
k′, the amplitude of this daily modulation is large when the
kinematically allowed regions for q, found by solving the
δ-function constraint in Eq. (1), and the regions where k′ − q
maximizes W (k′ − q), have a nontrivial overlap at a given
time, and a marginal overlap 12 h later. Whether the overlap
between peaks of W and kinematically allowed regions in q-
space follows this time evolution depends on the initial angle
between ve and the symmetry axis of the assumed target mate-
rial. Consequently, anisotropic materials characterized by an
angle-dependent response function can be used to amplify the

expected daily modulation of the electron ejection rate by an
appropriate choice of detector orientation. Importantly, none
of the known experimental backgrounds is expected to exhibit
a similar daily modulation, which would therefore be a smok-
ing gun for DM discovery. In this article, we consider two
experimental setups that are in principle capable of detecting
this daily modulation. The two setups can be realized by using
multilayer graphene or carbon nanotube array detectors. Both
targets have an anisotropic response function (see Secs. II B
and II C).

In the first setup, we consider an anisotropic detector fixed
in the laboratory frame, so that the angle between the detec-
tor’s symmetry axis, e.g., the z-axis ẑ, and the direction of
ve varies during the day, producing a daily modulation in the
DM-induced signal. Both graphene and carbon nanotubes can
be used to realize this setup, as shown in the left panels of
Figs. 2 and 3 for graphene and carbon nanotubes, respectively.

In a second setup, we consider a pair of identical
anisotropic detectors mounted with opposite orientations onto
a platform that tracks the DM wind. For this setup, a smoking
gun signal for DM discovery would be a statistically signifi-
cant difference in the number of events in the two detectors.
The right panel of Fig. 2 shows a realization of this setup
based on graphene sheets, while the right panel in Fig. 3
illustrates a realization of the same setup based on carbon
nanotubes. The latter will be employed by Andromeda [30].

As far as the detection of the ejected electrons is concerned,
we assume that this can be achieved by drifting the ejected
electrons in an external electric field. When electrons are
ejected from graphene sheets (solid gray stripe in Fig. 2), we
assume that all electrons ejected into the electric field will drift
to the detector, whereas the electrons ejected into the substrate
(light blue band in Fig. 2) will be absorbed by the substrate
and not detected. When electrons are ejected from CNTs
(vertical honeycombed structures attached to the light blue
substrate in Fig. 3), they need to propagate through the CNT
array in order to be detected. In spherical coordinates, with
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FIG. 3. Schematics of experimental setups with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as targets. The CNTs are grown on a substrate (blue). The
electric field in the vacuum surrounding the sheet is shown with gray arrows. Electrons ejected into the field are indicated by the red arrow.
Left: Setup in which the CNTs are fixed in the laboratory. Right: Setup in which the CNTs are tracking ve.

the CNTs (graphene sheets) aligned with (perpendicular to)
the z-axis and electrons leaving the CNTs (graphene sheets)
in the negative z-direction are detected whereas the electrons
leaving the CNTs (graphene sheets) in the positive z-direction
are not, the rate of detected electrons, R, can finally be written
as follows:

R =
∫

d k′d θ ′d φ′ sin θ ′ d3 R

dk′d cos θ ′ dφ′ f (k′, θ ′, φ′), (13)

where

d3 R

dk′d cos θ ′ dφ′ (k′) = nχ (k′)2Ncell

32π2m2
χm2

e

∫
dEe

∫
d3q

∫
d3v fχ (v)δ

×
(
�Ee + q2

2mχ

− v · q
)

Rfree(k′, q, v)

× W (k′ − q, Ee) (14)

is the triple differential electron ejection rate, and {k′, θ ′, φ′}
are the spherical coordinates of the final-state electron mo-
mentum. f (k′, θ ′, φ′) is the probability of an electron ejected
with momentum k′ and propagating in direction {θ ′, φ′} being
detected. The exact form of f (k′, θ ′, φ′) depends heavily on
the geometry of the considered detector (typical CNT length,
diameter, density, etc.). Since the exact geometry is not yet
set, we chose to use a simplistic distribution

f (k′, θ ′, φ′) = �(θ ′ − θ∗), (15)

where θ∗ is the cutoff angle below which an electron is not
detected. In this work, we use θ∗ = 100◦ for CNTs to obtain
an asymmetry in the number of events reported by the two

detectors and a differential rate comparable to that found in
Ref. [24]. For graphene-based experiments, we use θ∗ = 90◦.

IV. SENSITIVITY STUDIES: STATISTICAL FRAMEWORK

In this section, we introduce the statistical framework we
use to assess the expected performance of the two experimen-
tal setups described in the previous section. For each setup, we
are interested in two possible experimental outcomes. In the
first, the experiment reports the detection of DM particles with
a statistical significance corresponding to three standard devi-
ations, i.e., “3σ .” In the second, we assume that the number of
observed events is too small to report a DM particle discovery,
and should therefore be interpreted as a “null result.” We
explore the implications of the two experimental outcomes by
using different test statistics, as we briefly explain below.

Let us start by focusing on the scenario in which DM
particles have actually been detected. The experimental setups
discussed above would establish such a discovery through the
observation of an asymmetry in the number of events reported
in different detector components, or in different periods of the
day. For the fixed target setup, the detection of DM particles
would imply an asymmetry in the number of events recorded
in the 12 h of the day around the expected times of maxi-
mum and minimum rate.1 For the moving twin experiment
setup, the discovery of DM would imply an asymmetry in the

1In practice this requires recording events in 24 one-hour-wide
bins, sorting them, and taking the 12 bins with the highest number
of events to contribute to n+ and the 12 bins with the lowest number
of events to contribute to n−.
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TABLE I. Interaction operators defining the nonrelativistic effec-
tive theory of spin 0 and 1/2 DM-electron interactions [32]. Se (Sχ )
is the electron (DM) spin, v⊥

el = v − �/me − q/(2μχe), where μχe is
the DM-electron reduced mass, v⊥

el is the relative transverse velocity,
and 1χe is the identity in the DM-electron spin space. In the case of
elastic scattering, v⊥

el · q = 0.

O1 = 1χe O9 = iSχ · (Se × q
me

)
O3 = iSe · ( q

me
× v⊥

el ) O10 = iSe · q
me

O4 = Sχ · Se O11 = iSχ · q
me

O5 = iSχ · ( q
me

× v⊥
el ) O12 = Sχ · (Se × v⊥

el )

O6 = (Sχ · q
me

)(Se · q
me

) O13 = i(Sχ · v⊥
el )(Se · q

me
)

O7 = Se · v⊥
el O14 = i(Sχ · q

me
)(Se · v⊥

el )

O8 = Sχ · v⊥
el O15 = iO11[(Se × v⊥

el ) · q
me

]

number of events observed in the two detector components.
Let us now denote by n+ and n−, n+ � n−, the number of
counts recorded in the two “regions of interests,” i.e., in the
time periods/detector components introduced above, and by
n+ − n− the associated asymmetry. Furthermore, let E [n±] =
μs± + θ± be the expected value of n±, where θ± (μs±) is the
expected number of background (DM signal) events in the
given region of interest, while μ is the “strength parameter,”
i.e., c2

i for the operators in Table I and g/� or g/�2 in the
case of dipole and anapole interactions, respectively. s± is the
expected number of DM signal events in the given region of
interest for μ = 1. For all interactions, we calculate μs± by
integrating the rate formula we obtained in the previous sec-
tions. With this notation, we can write the probability to record
n± counts given the expectation E [n±], i.e., given (μ, θ±), as
follows:

P±(μ, θ±) = e−(μs±+θ± )

n±!
(μs± + θ±)n±

→ 1√
2πσ 2±

exp

[
−1

2

(
μs± + θ± − n±

σ±

)2
]
,

(16)

where in the second line E [n±] � 1 and σ 2
± = E [n±]. To

eliminate n± from the equations, we now introduce a specific
value for the strength parameter, μ′, implicitly defined via

n+ − n− ≡ μ′(s+ − s−). (17)

In an actual experiment, μ′ would be the unknown value of μ

that underlies the data, whereas in a Monte Carlo simulation,
μ′ is the benchmark value of μ from which data are sampled.
Since the probability density function of the difference of the
two normal random variables n+ and n− is a normal random
variable with expectation value E [n+] − E [n−] and variance
σ 2 = σ 2

+ + σ 2
−, the probability of observing an asymmetry

n+ − n− given μ and θ ≡ θ+ + θ−, θ+ = θ−, is proportional
to the likelihood function

L (μ, θ ) = exp

[
−1

2
(μ − μ′)2

(
s+ − s−

σ

)2
]
. (18)

FIG. 4. Daily modulation pattern of detectable electrons in the
fixed graphene sheets setup (Fig. 2, left panel) for O1 contact inter-
action (blue), O1 long-range interaction (red), O3 contact interaction
(yellow), the anapole interaction (green), the electric dipole inter-
action (magenta), and the magnetic dipole interaction (brown). The
mass of the DM particle increases from 2 MeV in the top left corner,
to 100 MeV in the bottom right corner. When compared to other
detector setups, it is easier to recognize a DM signal (since all DM
candidates provide a similar signal) but harder to distinguish different
interaction models once a signal is detected.

We use Eq. (18) to introduce the test statistics q0 defined as

q0 =
{

−2 ln L (0,θ )
L (μ′,θ ) = (s+−s− )2μ′2

θ
for μ′ � 0,

0 for μ′ < 0.
(19)

Here, we neglect statistical fluctuations in the number of
background events, and we set θ to its expectation value. For
μ′ = 0, q0 obeys a “half chi-square” distribution with one
degree of freedom, whereas for μ′ �= 0 it follows a noncentral
chi-square distribution [41]. Consequently, we can use q0 to
express the statistical significance for DM particle discov-
ery2 as Z = √

q0 [41]. Notice that L (0, θ ) < L (μ′, θ ) when
μ′ �= 0 underlies the data. Furthermore, the larger μ′ is, the
larger is Z , and, therefore, the better one can reject the null
hypothesis, i.e., μ = 0 in favor of the alternative hypothesis,
μ = μ′. By obtaining the μ′ for which

√
q0 = 3, we find the

smallest strength parameter, or coupling constant value, that
can be measured with a statistical significance corresponding
to “3σ .”

As a second experimental outcome, we consider the one in
which the observed asymmetry n+ − n− is too small to report
a DM particle discovery. If an asymmetry in the total number
of recorded events, n− + n+, cannot be established, the exper-
imental data can still be used to exclude values of the coupling
constants c2

i , g/�, or g/�2 that would imply E [n− + n+] >

2Significance, Z , and p-value are related by Z ≡ �−1(1 − p),
where � is the cumulative distribution function of a normal distri-
bution with mean 0 and variance 1 [41] (i.e., the standard normal
distribution).
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FIG. 5. Projection plot for the magnetic dipole interaction for graphene sheets, mχ = 5 MeV, for different times (in hours) throughout the
day. At time = 0 h, the DM wind (denoted as a black cross) is perpendicular to the graphene sheet, which is shown as a solid black line at
θ = 90◦. The shaded region denotes the substrate where ejected electrons will not be detected. This plot represents a family of solutions for
which the operator does not contain the term q

me
× v⊥

el |�=0 = q
me

× v, and therefore q in the direction of v is not suppressed. The DM wind
direction and ejected electron momentum are therefore similar.

n− + n+. Conservatively, here we assume that all recorded
events are due to DM, i.e., E [n− + n+] = μ(s− + s+), and we
do not perform any background subtraction. We then compute
90% confidence level (C.L.) exclusion limits on μ, or, equiv-
alently, on c2

i , g/�, or g/�2, by imposing that the probability
of observing n− + n+ or fewer events when our expectation is
E [n− + n+] = μ(s− + s+) is 10%. We therefore solve

e−μ(s−+s+ )
n−+n+∑

i=0

μ(s− + s+)i

i!
= 0.1 (20)

for μ for each of the four experimental setups introduced
above. In this analysis, we assume two reference data samples:
(i) n− + n+ = 0, and (ii) n− + n+ = μ′(s− + s+) + θ , where
μ′ and θ solve the equation

√
q0 = 3, as explained above.

The first sample implies the strongest exclusion limits one
can expect, whereas the second one corresponds to a scenario
where DM is at the threshold of discovery.

V. SENSITIVITY STUDIES: EXPECTED EJECTION RATES,
EXCLUSION LIMITS, AND DISCOVERY POTENTIAL

In this section, we numerically evaluate the ejection rates
from graphene sheets and carbon nanotubes for various mod-
els of DM, and we determine the sensitivity of selected
detector setups within these models.

A. Ejection rate for graphene sheets

For the case of a static graphene sheet fixed in the lab-
oratory [Fig. 2 (left)], the rate of ejected electrons varies
throughout the day as the orientation of the DM wind changes.
As we showed already in Paper I, this change depends on the
DM mass and on the form of the DM-electron interaction;
we reproduce the results of Paper I in Fig. 4. The displayed
interactions are O1 (contact and long-range interaction), O3

(contact interaction), as well as the anapole, electric dipole,
and magnetic dipole interactions. DM mass ranges from 2
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FIG. 6. Projection plot for O3 contact interaction for graphene sheets, mχ = 5 MeV, for different times throughout the day. At time = 0 h,
DM wind (denoted as a black cross) is perpendicular to the graphene sheet, which is shown as a solid black line at θ = 90◦. The shaded region
denotes the substrate where ejected electrons will not be detected. This plot represents a family of solutions for which the operator contains
the term q

me
× v⊥

el |�=0 = q
me

× v, suppressing q in the direction of v and offsetting the direction of the ejected electron momentum from that of
the DM wind.

to 100 MeV. We see that the modulation curves are quali-
tatively similar for the considered interactions and for most
DM masses with a maximum at time = 0 h and a minimum
at time = 12 h. However, for the low DM mass of 2 MeV,
we see that the peaks are displaced from time = 0 h to
around time = 3 h and that the precise location of the peak
depends somewhat on the interaction type. As discussed in the
associated Paper I, the displacement of the peak at 2 MeV is
due to the momentum distribution of the most loosely bound
electrons in the graphene sheet.

Figures 5 and 6 show a two-dimensional projection of the
rate integrated over all final-state electron energies as a func-
tion of time for the magnetic dipole and the O3 interactions.
From these plots, we can see a preferential direction of the
ejected electrons as well as the overall rate modulation for
various angular orientations along with the direction of the
DM wind (denoted as a black marker).

As can be seen from Eq. (14), the final differential rate
depends on four independent contributing factors, namely the

distribution of the DM velocities, kinematic constraints im-
posed by energy conservation, the properties of the material
entering through the material response function W , and the
form of the interaction entering through the free-particle re-
sponse function Rfree.

The DM velocity distribution in Eq. (3) is the truncated
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution typically assumed within the
standard halo model (SHM) [36]. It peaks at v = −ve and
is exponentially suppressed for velocities of v away from
−ve. The associated speed distribution is found by integrat-
ing Eq. (3) over angles, and multiplying by v2 = |v|2. The
minimum speed a DM particle must have in order to transfer
a momentum q and deposit an energy �Ee is

vmin = �Ee

q
+ q

2mχ

, (21)

as one can see by setting to zero the argument of the Dirac δ

function in Eq. (1). The same δ function also implies that the
integrand in the electron ejection rate peaks at v = vmin, and
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hence for v parallel to q, as long as vmin is larger than the most
probable speed for all allowed q and �Ee. This is the case for
mχ below a few MeV.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the properties of the electronic
wave function in the material favor states where the modu-
lus of the initial-state electron momentum, |�| = |k′ − q|, is
around 4 keV. Let us now denote by ζ ∼ 4 keV the “typical”
value of |�| preferred by the electronic properties of graphene.
For mχ > ζ/vmax, we find that ζ is smaller than the “typical”
momentum transferred in a DM-electron interaction,3 qtyp ≡
mχvmax, where vmax is the maximum possible speed of a DM
particle gravitationally bound to the Milky Way. For ζ < qtyp,
we also find that the angle between k′ and q is expected to be
smaller than π/2.4 This in turn implies that the angle between
v and k′ is smaller than π/2 when the initial velocity v is
aligned with q, i.e., for DM masses below a few MeV. As a
result, we predict a forward-backward asymmetry in the rate
of DM-induced electron ejections, and therefore a directional
sensitivity to the incoming DM wind for graphene detectors.
An illustration of this is provided in Fig. 5.

Of course, this feature holds only if its effect is not coun-
tered by the fourth term in Eq. (14), the DM response function
Rfree. Almost all the effective operators shown in Table I do
not suppress the ejection of electrons along the direction of
the DM wind with the exception of the operators O3 and O5.
These contain the term q

me
× v⊥

el |�=0 = q
me

× v, which disfa-
vors a parallel orientation of v and q and, in combination with
the previously discussed terms, favors a rate offset from the
direction of the DM wind (as can be seen in Fig. 6).

B. Ejection rate for carbon nanotubes

In this subsection, we discuss the numerical results ob-
tained for the carbon-nanotube experiments, both in a static
setup observing daily modulation as well as in a second,
moving setup with two identical detector arms in which one
tracks the direction of the DM wind and the second is aimed
in a different direction to establish a rate difference.

The angular dependence of the ejected electrons is more
complicated for CNTs than for graphene sheets, as in this
case there are two competing effects, each dominating a dif-
ferent interaction energy regime. On the one hand, due to
the additional crystal momentum within the graphene (CNT)
sheet, there are more electron states with large out-of-plane

3By imposing vmin < vmax, one finds that qmin < q < qmax, where

qmin = mχvmax −
√

m2
χv2

max − 2mχ (� − Ee),

qmax = mχvmax +
√

m2
χv2

max − 2mχ (� − Ee).

4The vectors �, q, and k′ must form a triangle. It is instructive to
draw this triangle placing the vertex at the intersection of � and q at
the center of a circle of radius |�|. Doing so, we also set |�| and |q|
to their representative values, ζ and qtyp, respectively. For ζ < qtyp,
the angle between k′ and q (with |q| = qtyp) is maximum when k′ is
tangent to the above circle of radius |�| = ζ . This occurs when the
angle between the vectors k′ and � is equal to π/2, and therefore the
angle between q and k′ is less than π/2.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 4, but for the case of fixed carbon nan-
otubes. We see that for mχ = 2 MeV the rate is maximal around
time = 6 h and time = 18 h for all interactions. For larger masses,
however, the daily modulation pattern strongly differs between dif-
ferent interaction types. Interestingly, the O1 long-range and electric
dipole interactions produce a daily modulation pattern that is largely
flat at mχ = 5 MeV, making establishing a daily modulation difficult.

lying momentum than in-plane (as discussed in the previous
section). So, generally, interactions in which DM is oriented
perpendicularly to the sheet are preferred over those in which
DM arrives parallel to the sheet. The preference is particularly
strong for low DM candidate masses, since they have low
energy and thus, due to energy-momentum conservation, they
require an electron with a large momentum in order to over-
come the work function. Large-mass candidates carry enough
kinetic energy on their own and rely less on the initial momen-
tum of the target electron. However, this effect is countered
in the case of CNTs by the fact that the acceptance of the
detector limits the allowed angles of ejected electrons, which
must be oriented close to along the direction of the tube walls
to escape. This, together with the fact that long-range inter-
actions carry an additional factor of ∼ 1

q2 suppressing large
momentum transfers, causes a nontrivial pattern to emerge in
the daily modulation plots for various masses and interaction
types.

In Fig. 7, we show the daily modulation plot for the O1 op-
erator (both contact and long-range interactions), O3 operator
(contact interaction), and the anapole, electric, and magnetic
dipole interactions. For mχ = 2 MeV, the modulation curves
are qualitatively similar for all considered interactions, with
maxima around time = 6 h and time = 18 h, when the DM
wind forms a roughly 35◦ degree angle with the tube axis.
For mχ = 100 MeV, the modulation curves are also mostly
qualitatively similar with minima around time = 12 h for
all plotted interactions and maxima at time = 0 h for all
the interactions with the exception of O3 contact, whose pro-
duced rate-maxima are displaced. For masses between 2 and
100 MeV, we see qualitative differences between the inter-
actions. Note in particular that for the O1 long-range and
the electric dipole interactions, the curves flatten out around
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FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 5, but for a detector made of CNTs. The vertical black line corresponds to the orientation of the tube axis.

mχ = 5 MeV (due to the balancing of the two competing di-
rectional effects discussed in the previous paragraph). As will
be discussed in Sec. V C, this causes an experiment searching
for a daily modulation signal to lose sensitivity at this mass,
and is seen as peaks in the yellow curves around mχ = 5 MeV
in the top right and bottom left panels of Fig. 10.

From the comparison of Figs. 4 and 7, it would seem that
the graphene sheet setup is less sensitive to differentiating
between various interaction models. This is, however, due to
the fact that in this approach, we integrate over all outgoing
electrons that are ejected under the graphene sheet plane, and
the effects of various interaction types wash out. The detector
acceptance of carbon nanotubes cuts out a narrower window
in the direction of the outgoing electrons, making different
couplings distinguishable. Therefore, if one would impose
a similar directional cut on the outgoing electrons from the
graphene sheets, one would be able to better distinguish var-
ious interaction models as well (as can be seen from Figs. 5
and 6).

Figures 8 and 9 show the angular dependence of the total
event rate integrated over all electron energies for the mag-

netic dipole and the O3 contact interaction, respectively. As
for the case of graphene, we see that the direction of electron
ejections largely tracks the DM wind for the magnetic dipole
interaction, whereas it is displaced from the direction of the
DM wind for O3 contact interaction.

C. Exclusion limits and discovery potential

To compare the expected performance of CNT and
graphene sheet-based experiments, we give the expected
sensitivities for discovering a daily modulation signal and
expected exclusion limits in the case of a null result for a 10
g-yr exposure. Figure 10 shows the expected 3σ sensitivity for
the four experiments illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 obtained with
the likelihood defined in Eq. (19). Different colors correspond
to different experimental setups, and various line styles corre-
spond to a different number of background events. The solid
line shows the 3σ sensitivity of discovery for ten background
events θ , whereas the dashed line represents the same calcula-
tion with θ = 1000 background events. The panels correspond
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FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 6, but for a detector made of CNTs. The vertical black line corresponds to the orientation of the tube axis.

to different forms of DM-electron interactions, and the gray
area is excluded by other direct-detection experiments.

We see that for the contactlike interactions, O1 and O3

contact, as well as for the anapole and magnetic dipole interac-
tions, the CNT-based experiments perform considerably better
than the graphene sheet-based ones. This is due to contact
interactions exhibiting a considerably stronger daily modu-
lation pattern in CNTs than in graphene sheets. Comparing
the mχ = 100 MeV panels in Figs. 4 and 7, one sees that
while the electric dipole and magnetic dipole have minima
between R/〈R〉 = 0.5 and 0.7 for both CNTs and graphene
sheets, the contactlike interactions have a minimum well be-
low R/〈R〉 = 0.5 for CNTs and well above R/〈R〉 = 0.5 for
graphene sheets.

At lower DM masses, graphene sheets outperform CNTs,
but the difference, when compared to moving-CNTs setups, is
small. The fixed-CNTs setup does, however, suffer a notable
loss of sensitivity at a region between mχ = 3 and 6 MeV,
depending on the interaction type. The loss of sensitivity in
this mass range is due to the flattening of the daily modulation
plot in Fig. 7 (given by the balancing of the two competing

directional effects discussed above), where the daily mod-
ulation pattern is flatter for mχ = 5 MeV than for mχ =
2 and 10 MeV. For the electric dipole and O1 long-range
interactions, these curves are almost entirely flat, explaining
why the regions of insensitivity of the fixed CNT setup in
Fig. 10 are more pronounced for these interactions.

Finally, we see that with a 10 g-yr exposure, there is a
sizable nonexcluded parameter space in which DM can be
discovered at 3σ confidence limit in the event of θ = 10
background events. This is true in particular for the moving-
CNTs setup. Increasing the number of background events to
θ = 1000 shrinks this parameter space severely, still leaving
tiny patches of allowed parameter space in which DM can be
discovered. An exception to this is the O3 contact interaction,
which induces a very strong daily modulation signal in CNTs
at DM masses above 5 MeV, leaving a vast allowed param-
eter space in which DM can be discovered at 3σ even with
θ = 1000 background events.

In Fig. 11, we show a contour around the θ = 10 reaches
shown previously in Fig. 10. This contour is obtained from
Eq. (20) and represents the region in which the exclusion
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FIG. 10. Sensitivities of carbon nanotube detection setups with a 10 g yr exposure for O1 short range (top left), O1 long range (top
right), O3 short range (center left), anapole (center right), electric dipole (bottom left), and magnetic dipole (bottom right) interactions. The
interaction strength of these DM electron interactions is characterized by dimensionless quantities such as effective operator couplings c,
coupling strengths g, and/or the energy scale � at which the interaction is generated. The lines correspond to 3σ discovery significance, where
parameter points above the line are expected to be discovered with more than 3σ significance in the event of θ number of background events.
The line styles correspond to different numbers of background events, with the solid line corresponding to θ = 10 background events, and the
dash-dotted line corresponding to θ = 1000 background events. The different colors correspond to the different experimental setups shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. The gray region is already excluded by other experiments [7,9,32,35,40,42–44]. The bumps in the sensitivity curves for some of
the experimental setups are due to s+ and s− becoming similar at these masses.
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FIG. 11. As Fig. 10, with lines corresponding to where daily modulation can be established at 3σ significance for the experimental setups
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, together with an envelope region whose lower border is obtained from Eq. (20) with n− + n+ = 0, and the upper border
with n− + n+ = μ′(s− + s+) + θ , where θ = 10 and μ′ is the strength parameter corresponding to the 3σ significance line. The exposure is
assumed to be 10 g yr.

limits of DM can lie. The lower edge of the contour is given
by the exclusion limit in the scenario of no observed events,
i.e., n− + n+ = 0, whereas the upper edge is the “worst case”
scenario for θ = 10, where there are still not enough DM

events for discovery, and one has to resort to excluding DM
having observed n− + n+ = μ′(s− + s+) + θ events, where
μ′ is the value of the strength parameter at which DM
can be detected at 3σ . We see that the CNT-based setups
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have the potential to considerably constrain the parameter
space for all the considered models in the case of a null
result.

We stress here that the 3σ discovery limits reported in this
section should be understood as “median” values subject to
statistical fluctuations. While properly assessing the impact of
statistical fluctuations on our projections would require Monte
Carlo simulations that go beyond the scope of this work, we
expect that the reported sensitivity limits would vary within
a factor of a few because of statistical fluctuations in the
number of observed events. This statement is supported by
the results found in Ref. [45] (see Fig. 17) and Ref. [46] (see
Fig. 5), where a Monte Carlo analysis of the impact of statis-
tical fluctuations on the discovery limits in daily modulation
experiments is performed.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In summary, we performed a comprehensive theoretical
study of graphene- and carbon-nanotube-based targets as ma-
terials for the directional detection of DM, identifying the
discovery potential and directionality for various types of in-
teraction, as well as exploring different detector device setups.

Based on our findings in Paper I, we chose DFT as
our framework for obtaining the electronic structure of the
graphene and CNT targets. We then modeled the DM-SM
interaction within the generalized effective operator approach
[32,35], and we described the ejected final-state electrons as
free-electron plane waves. The use of plane-wave final states
allowed us to reduce the formalism previously employed in
[35] for 3D semiconductor targets, and describe all the opera-
tors listed in Table I with a single-crystal response, Eq. (2).

Our main findings are as follows:

(i) The directionality and characteristic spatial distribution
of DM-induced electronic ejections from graphene and CNTs
can be used to exclude many potential background sources,
which in turn enables the origin of the observed signal to be
identified. In addition to either confirming or disproving the
DM-origin hypothesis, the distribution yields important infor-
mation about the nature of the DM candidate. In particular,
different DM couplings and masses produce different angu-
lar distributions of the final-state electrons allowing for an
interaction-type distinction once a signal has been established.

(ii) The reach of the graphene- and CNT-based experiments
currently under consideration is not expected to push the
detection reach many orders of magnitude beyond its current
experimental limits [7,9,32,35,42–44]. It will help, however,
to resolve the observed signal excesses of other experiments
in that mass range.

(iii) In general, CNTs exhibit a slightly better detection
reach than graphene sheets, with moving CNT-based detec-
tors with the two detector arms oriented back-to-back, and
fixed CNTs facing toward the DM wind being particularly
promising. Detector sensitivities depend heavily on the can-
didate mass and coupling type, and for a particular target
material choice, one can switch between operation regimes
in order to cover the largest area of the possible DM param-
eter space or to probe one specific DM candidate with more
precision.

(iv) The test statistics in the treatment of the measured
data differ depending on whether a 3σ modulation has been
established or not. In the first case, the reach of the detector is
given by the modulation of the signal, and, in the latter, it is the
absolute number of observed events and the “null result” of
modulation that determines the achieved exclusion limits. We
provide a quantification of the difference for the considered
detector designs at an exposure of 10 g-yr.

FIG. 12. Illustrations of fixed CNT setups. The left panel was already shown in Fig. 3 (left) and is repeated here for comparison.
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FIG. 13. Illustrations of moving CNT setups considered in this
Appendix. The top panel was already shown in Fig. 3 (right) and is
repeated here for comparison.

We hope that our analysis is useful in the optimization of
graphene- and CNT-based detectors currently under consid-
eration, and motivates consideration of other 2D materials
for directional detection of light dark matter via electronic
ejection.

An updated version of the QEDARK-EFT tool that was
developed for electron ejections from two-dimensional targets
will be made available at the time of publication [40].
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APPENDIX A: COMPARISON OF CNT-BASED SETUPS

When constructing CNT-based experiments, the perfor-
mance is influenced by the orientation of the detectors. In
the main body of the text, we considered two CNT-based
experiments shown in Fig. 3, “Fixed CNTs facing towards the
DM wind” and “Moving CNTs, back to back.” We illustrate
other possible setups, “Fixed CNTs facing away from the DM
wind,” “Moving CNTs, 90◦ relative orientation,” and “Moving
CNTs, 145◦ relative orientation” in Figs. 12 and 13. The latter
is tailored to have one detector hit the peak around t = 6 h
present for low DM masses in Fig. 7, while the other detector
faces away from the DM wind. The performance of these
setups is shown in Figs. 14 and 15.

APPENDIX B: EXPANDED MATRIX ELEMENT

For convenience, here we include the explicit free-particle
response function Rfree from Eq. (1) as taken from the
Appendix of Paper I.

To avoid making the expressions too large, we divide Rfree

into three separate terms,

Rfree = |M|2 + 2meRe

[
M(∇�M∗)�=0 · q − k′

me

]

+ m2
e

∣∣∣∣(∇�M)�=0 · q − k′

me

∣∣∣∣2

, (B1)

where q is the momentum transfer, me is the electron mass,
k′ is the final-state electron momentum, and � is the initial-
state electron momentum. The individual terms can then be
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FIG. 14. Same as Fig. 10 but for the CNT-based setups illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13.
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FIG. 15. Same as Fig. 11 but for the CNT based setups illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13.
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where v⊥
el = v − q

2μχe
− �

me
, with v being the DM initial velocity in the detector rest frame and μχe the DM-electron reduced

mass. c′
is are the effective couplings, and jχ is the DM spin, which we set to 1/2,
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+ 2c12c15 + 2c13c14)

]}
. (B4)

Furthermore, to rewrite the above equations, one can use the following relations:(
q

me
× v⊥

el

)2

=
(

q
me

)2

(v⊥
el )

2 −
(

q
me

· v⊥
el

)2

, (B5)

(v⊥
el )

2|�=0 = v2 + q2

4μ2
χe

mχ − me

me + mχ

− �Ee

μχe
, (B6)

(v⊥
el · q)|�=0 = �Ee − q2

2me
, (B7)

v⊥
el |�=0 = v − q

2μχe
, (B8)

where �Ee is the energy transferred to the target electron.
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